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 Former Habitat for Humanity in Silverthorne leased to  

Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom 
  

Silverthorne – The former Habitat for Humanity located at 131 Blue River Pkwy, Silverthorne, 
CO 80498 is now being leased by the nation’s largest discount appliance and mattress retailer. 
After being virtually unoccupied for two years, Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom 
Colorado’s largest appliance and mattress retailer is leasing the property and expects to open this 
month. This will be the appliance and mattress retailer’s 21st store.  
  
The property at 131 Blue River Pkwy has a rich history that dates back to the 1930’s when the 
Roush family originally homesteaded over 400 acres in Silverthorne. Mr. Robert and Myrth 
Roush left Imperial, Nebraska in the late 1920’s and spent a short stint in Denver before settling 
and homesteading in what’s now the outlet district of Silverthorne, Colorado. It’s hard to 
imagine, but in 1930 there was just one porch light on the 400-plus acre plot of land that is now 
occupied by Silverthorne’s outlet shopping malls, restaurants, hotels and more. 
  
Prior to starting construction on Lake Dillon in 1961, the city agreed to move the Roush family 
home from the base of what’s now the Dillon Lake Dam to Rainbow Drive. Although just 4 
miles up the road, the move was quite the feat back in 1961. 
  
In 1977, Shelden Roush (son of Robert and Myrth) constructed a commercial building at 131 
Blue River Pkwy, Silverthorne to run Summit Honda. Robert ran Summit Honda and served 
landscapers, bikers and recreational enthusiasts throughout the high country from 1979 through 
1988. 
  
In 1989, Roush family started leasing the property to a Summit County RE/Max franchise until 
2011. When the recession hit Summit County, residential and commercial property was virtually 
impossible to sell or lease.  Eventually, Habitat for Humanity leased the property and served the 
high country for several years. When Habitat for Humanity outgrew the space, the Roush family 
again found the property unoccupied. 
  
In January of 2019, Colorado appliance and mattress chain, Appliance Factory and Mattress 
Kingdom who also has started from humble beginnings in Colorado leased the property. 
  
Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom, the nation’s largest discount appliance and mattress 
retailer, has sold an estimated billion dollars worth of appliances in Colorado. They have saved 
their customers over 50 million dollars compared to what they would have paid at the big box 
stores like Lowe’s and Home Depot. They do this by partnering with manufacturers, bringing in 



special buys, uncrated merchandise, and closeouts with a legitimate savings of 30-60%. The 
appliances they sell are brand new, have a full warranty, and they guarantee the best prices in 
Colorado. 
   
About Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom: 
Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom is the nation’s largest discount appliance and mattress 
retailer with 21 locations throughout Colorado, Ohio and Indiana. CEO Chuck Ewing started the 
company in his garage in 1986 and now employs over 600 people. 
WHO: Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom 
WHAT: Leased the former Habitat for Humanity  
WHEN: February 12, 2019 
WHERE: 131 Blue River Pkwy, Silverthorne, CO 80498 
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